Renal nerve stimulation for treatment of neurocardiogenic syncope: a review from perspective of commercialization potential.
A strong evidence of outcomes for vasovagal syncope is not easily identified. It would seem reasonable that the proposed Mayo Clinic technology would be reserved for cases with severe recurrent or refractory syncope. However, recurrence levels are relatively low, and while some predictive methods have been proposed, recurrence is also influenced by the interaction that occurs during screening and examinations, i.e. recurrence diminishes once an initial diagnosis has been made. Finally, a key factor in being able to identify suitable patients relates to understanding the relative significance of the vasodepression and cardioinhibitory components-the therapy is best suited to patients that have a significant level of both components. It is probably not needed in patients with mainly cardioinhibitory involvement-data from ISSUE 2 and ISSUE 3 studies suggest that this is a relatively large proportion, particularly with asystolic involvement. The challenge remains in having suitable screening tests to identify the best patients. Tilt table testing has questions concerning its ability to replicate clinical syncope-implantable loop recorders (ILRs) may provide more accurate data but their usage is not yet widely accepted given the costs and invasive nature of the monitor.